**Police Reports**
The Bozeman Police Department reports for Sunday included the following:

- A caller reported a man dealing sale of cigarettes and beer while having a beer at the Bozeman Flying U. An officer warned the man.
- An officer found a set of keys outside a Main Street bar. Around 2 a.m., an officer gave a warning for driving with a light.
- A woman reported her keys were taken by someone taking from a froston pond. The items were recovered. The lost property wasn’t thick enough to break a window.
- Officers responded to a fire alarm.

**The Gallatin County Sheriff’s Office reports**

- The Gallatin County Jail held 119 inmates Monday.

---
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**Collision/A3/3**

No one in the train was injured. The train had minor damage. Crews cleared debris from underneath the tracks and the moving. The semi truck was totaled.

Bernard said there are no known causes for the accident.

**FWP**

FWP is seeking information on a poached moose found ear-

**Freddy Monares** can be reached at fmonares@daily-

**Guided tour to Grand Canyon.**

June 24-28 See games in the county.

**Truly random numbers**

are the building blocks of truly random keys. A proposal by the U.S. government to build a national repository of nuclear waste would recover billions of dollars and decades of effort from the Hanford Nuclear Reservation site, the main nuclear waste site in the U.S.

**PAYNE -- Roland Payne, 86, of Livings-

**SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) -- The Trump administra-

**Banfield**

A train stuck a truck on Belgrade on Monday afternoon.

**Wallace** investigated the area that day and found the moose's head had been removed. The animal was likely killed a few days before Dec. 3, a FWP official said in a news release.

**Bob's Pittsburgh & Cincinnati.**
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